National Charity League Team,

Volunteers are the heartbeat of the American Heart Association, and now more than ever, you are an inspiration to us all.

National Charity League members, our incredible volunteers, enable the AHA to nimbly meet ever-changing needs during the COVID-19 pandemic. Our mission – to be a relentless force for a world of healthier, longer lives – is more important than ever. Millions of people are counting on us for science-based information, health resources, community programs and patient support. Because of you and the members of National Charity League, we’re fast-tracking $2.5 million in rapid research to understand how coronavirus impacts the heart and brain. We’re powering a COVID-19 patient registry, championing health equity, providing evidence-based resources for businesses and families and so much more. Thank you.

During this National Volunteer Week, we offer our deepest gratitude for NCL support. For the countless hours, immeasurable talents and generous resources members share day in and day out – thank you.

We are all in this together, and NCL efforts will help us emerge stronger than ever.

Please watch this special Thank You video from our CEO, Nancy Brown.

With heartfelt thanks,
Francesca Martinez
National Health Equity Program Manager
American Heart Association